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body was essentially divine; but all this made no difference
in the theory of what a good citizen, be he priest, king,
philosopher, or common man, should be and do. Even
the gods, if they would be reborn in the highest state here-
after,—for the gods were subject to decay and re-birth,—
were warned that they 'must avoid all evil acts, all evil
words, all evil thoughts, and do much and boundless
good/
The regards of virtuous conduct are, as has been
shown, interpreted variously. In the earlier period, when
the gods were like men and good men joined the gods in
the sky, sensual pleasures for the virtuous after death
were merely enlarged and intensified; for there was no
lack of virtue in sensuality. With increasing moral and
bodily restraint, heaven was resolved into a state of peace
and joy devoid of sense gratification. The body now
could not be resurrected; even the jiva, or vital animal
spirit, passed, as something material, with the body, and
pure soul alone remained to enjoy its own immaterial bliss.
But in whatever form presented, the idea of a place free
from sin (as sin was conceived from time to time) remain-
ed. There were of course contending interpretations of
the future life. The ofd belief that good Aryans "shone
like constellations, being forms of light in the sky,"
persisted. And side by side with this was the notion
(also antique) that the 'other world' lay not in the sky
but in the extreme north, "on the northern flank of the
Himalayas, where in a pure and happy land good men
are reborn", but the usual idea was that heaven is in the
sky, where the clouds are, and this heaven is described as
a place in which 'there is neither hunger nor thirst nor
weariness nor old age nor sin/ Finally there is Nirvana
or Brahma as goal of the weary philosophic soul—peace

